Wolters Kluwer Launches CCH Pinpoint™, new legal
research solution in Australia to deliver enhanced
accuracy and precision for legal firms
CCH Pinpoint™ addresses enhanced levels of findability, searchability and usability for content, practical tools and
precedents from the global leader in legal content solutions

SYDNEY 10 OCTOBER 2018 – Wolters Kluwer today announced the launch of CCH Pinpoint™ a new intuitive legal research solution for Australia.
CCH Pinpoint™ combines industry-leading content, expert analysis and practice tools to help legal practitioners quickly gain insights into today’s
challenging legal matters.

“CCH Pinpoint™ addresses the major concerns of legal professionals, short on time and looking for the most efficient and

flexible way to find the information they need,” says Izzy Silva, Wolters Kluwer Tax & Accounting Asia Pacific. “The enhanced findability, searchability
and usability mean you can find what you need in just a few clicks.” Delivering new insights for Family Law Practitioners CCH Pinpoint™ is powered
by Wolters Kluwer’s specialist professional content and software development teams who know what it takes to deliver fast, accurate access to
in-depth research content with a best-in-class search and browse experience. The solution will rollout 26 separate practice areas with Family Law
content and practical tools, including the newly developed property calculator, being made available at launch. At launch 30 new topic guides
developed exclusively for CCH Pinpoint™ will be launched, allowing legal practitioners to browse intuitively with clearly curated and categorised
content. Additionally, as part of its focused Family Law research capabilities, CCH Pinpoint™ has developed a new tool for property settlement
calculations. The online property settlement calculator is a powerful interactive tool the family lawyer can use with a client to collaboratively estimate
and process potential settlement options and form the basis of a range of scenarios to discuss the best outcome with a client. CCH Pinpoint™ will
also offer advanced browsing and collaboration capabilities within the solution courtesy of its integration with Austlii, Australia’s most popular online
free-access resource for legal information. Find content in context faster CCH Pinpoint™ streamlines and accelerates legal research. A clean,
modern interface and agile functionality helps identify legislative and regulatory changes with a few clicks. CCH Pinpoint™ presents information across
a practice or topic area, and its new set of topic guides helps users educate themselves quickly, and then efficiently navigate to any additional relevant
content if required. The solution also provides the ability to link through to practice area content – and even flexibly switch between practice areas - for
deeper information. “The goal for CCH Pinpoint™ is to have legal firms reach the information they need faster than they do now – pinpointing what
they need in fewer clicks. At the same time, also increasing the precision and relevancy of the content they see when searching,” Silva concluded.
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